Abstract-Vehicle identification or classification is one of the application areas that come under real time image processing. Vehicle recognition is having the significance in various applications including the traffic monitoring, load monitoring, number plate recognition, vehicle theft prevention, traffic violation detection, management of traffic etc. As the images are captured as primary data source, it can have number of associated impurities which include the background inclusion, object overlapping etc. Because of this, object detection and recognition is always a challenge in real time scenario. In present work, a robust feature based model is presented for feature extraction and classification of vehicle images. The presented model is applied on real time captured image to categorize the vehicle in light, medium and heavy vehicle. Firstly, the vehicle area segmentation is performed and later on the Gaussian filter is applied to extract the image features. This featured dataset is processed under Support Vector Machine (SVM) based distance analysis model for vehicle recognition and vehicle class identification. The experimentation results of present investigation shows the recognition rate of devised system over 90%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle recognition is having the significance in various applications including the traffic monitoring, load monitoring, number plate recognition, vehicle theft prevention, traffic violation detection, management of traffic etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Some of the parking areas also use the vehicle recognition approach as the surveillance method to avoid the vehicle theft [6] . Earlier sensors, radar, loop detector were used for vehicle recognition approach but there installation and maintenance cost were high so to overcome these drawbacks the authors use computer vision approach [6] [7] [8] [9] . These applications generally work in video form, as the video is captured in real time and transformed to the sequence of images. These images can be processed to perform the vehicle identification or vehicle class type identification [10] [11] . The basic process model for vehicle detection and classification is as shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, the image is captured from the real environment using high resolution cameras in real environment [7] [8] . As the image is captured, it can have number of impurities or the background overlapping [9] , therefore there is requirement to filter and enhance the image. Moreover to improve the image, the image transformation is applied which includes the size level, contrast level, color level adjustments. Now this filtered enhanced image is used as the main featured image for classification process. In next stage, the background is separated from the raw input image. This process of background separation comes under segmentation process. The high level segmentation is applied over the image to identify the vehicle region of interest (ROI) over the image. The vehicle area identification is done using the thresholding method which is identified and the final work is to perform the feature extraction [5, 7] . There are number of related methods to explore the low level features over the image and the same features includes edge detection, feature point identification etc. As the image set is transformed to the feature set, the final stage is to apply the classification algorithm. There are number of classifiers to perform the recognition or classification of image. Section II will provide a framework of related work carried out by the researchers and authors, in section III, objectives of the research work is presented following the methodology and model for classification of vehicles into three categories in section IV. Section V explores the results and discussion obtained from the work following the concluding remarks in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The work carried out by earlier researchers on different classification method applied for vehicle detection and class identification is presented. Habibu Rabiu [1] presented a work on vehicle recognition and detection based on the urban intersection analysis provided for the vehicles. The work model used LDA classifier for improving the classification rate. Mehran Kafai and B. Bhanu [2] discussed on video based vehicle class identification by applying the probabilistic model to perform the vehicle prediction. Author allied the feature vector analysis with Bayesian network to perform the vehicle class identification. Amol Ambardekar et al., [3] has conducted a work on vehicle detection and tracking under surveillance camera processing. Author reported the vision performance by improving the vehicle aspect analysis in real time scenes and obtained the spatial view and provided the real time video derivation to generate the primitive features based on the positional aspects. Hakki Can Karaimwer and Yalin Bastanlar [4] presented vehicle video analysis based on the frame averaging and provided the dimension specific analysis to extract the image features. Celil Ozkurt and Fatih Camei [5] discussed a model using neural network for classification of vehicles and estimation of traffic on road. Longbin Chen et al., [6] explore on surveillance of the videos and analyzed the key feature analysis for real video processing under shadow, distortion and imagery object processing. The camera position based discriminative feature extraction is applied for feature generation. Ryan P. Avery et al., [7] The next section of the study provides the computational model and methodology used for the present investigation.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF PRESENT INVESTIGATION
In present study, a feature adaptive intelligent model is presented for vehicle identification as well as vehicle class identification. Vehicle class is divided into light vehicle, medium vehicle and heavy vehicle. The study of research work is divided into three phases.
In first phase the image is captured from real environment which may also suffers from number of associated challenges relative to the environment. These challenges include the background to the area, vehicle distance variation and the other vehicle movement [18] [19] [20] . Because of this, there is the requirement to first identify the vehicle area or the object region based on which the actual classification process can be applied [18] . In preprocessing, improvement of image feature and separation of object part from background is done. To improve the image feature, image will be converted into grayscale and then histogram equalization is applied. As the features of image get improved, the next step is to locate vehicle over the image. To perform this, the thresholding based approach is applied along with morphological operator. The separation of background from foreground is done so that the actual object over the image will be identified. As the object or the vehicle is identified, the next work is to identify the vehicle features.
In second phase, the feature extraction is performed over the image. To extract the features, the window adaptive model is applied in present investigation and feature extraction model is as shown in Fig. 2 . In this stage, Gaussian filter and frequency analysis approach will be applied to extract the image features. This stage will transform the image set into statistical feature set. As the feature are extracted then the feature set are obtained for training and testing set and is obtained in the form of edge point the next stage is to perform vehicle classification. In third phase, vehicle recognition and classification is done. To perform the classification SVM based weighted model and distance analysis approach is applied. As the feature set is obtained for training and testing dataset, the SVM classifier [21-27] is applied to map the input image feature with dataset images. Based on this kernel mapped feature set, the weights over the images are applied and then compared with dataset images using distance based mapping. The maximum mapped input image over the dataset is considered as the recognized image. As the vehicle image is recognized, the next step is to identify the relative class and the training set mapped image class is considered as the class of input vehicle image. This SVM adaptive process is applied over the dataset till the complete recognition process is not completed. The algorithmic model for classification of vehicle into light, medium and heavy vehicles is as shown in Fig. 3 . The work stages considered for present investigation are discussed as under:
(a) Get Vehicle Image
The first requirement while working with real time application is to perform the effective capturing of image to acquire single vehicle in an image. The reliability of the recognition process depends on the image capturing. In this work, the real time image capturing is done using high resolution cameras. The image is captured under the background, distance and other vehicle analysis.
(b) Improve Image Feature
As the image is a raw image, it is required to improve and transform it to normalize image so as to improve features of image. This normalization process includes the conversion to grayscale form, resizing, and the enhancement of color and brightness for image. Beside this histogram equalization is applied to improve the feature of image.
(c) Extraction of vehicle image
To locate vehicle over image, thresholding based approach along with morphological operator is applied. The separation of background from foreground is done so that actual object over the image will be identified. As the object or vehicle is identified, the next work is to extract feature of image.
(d) Feature Extraction
After improving the image features, the window adaptive edge feature analysis model is applied. In this work, Gaussian filter is applied based on frequency analysis to acquire the features. The feature extraction is applied on training and testing set and feature set is obtained for both training and testing set.
(e) Recognition
After defining the training and testing set on vehicle images, the next step is to perform the recognition of vehicle. The vehicle recognition and classification is applied using SVM approach and it is a kernel based method. In first stage, the training set is trained over the SVM and after obtaining the network feature, the mapping of test image is done to training set via SVM [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The distance adaptive mapping is here applied to perform the recognition of vehicle. As the maximum mapped vehicle is identified, the relative class such as light, medium and heavy vehicle is obtained.
(f) SVM
SVM is the classifier used in this work to identify the apnea and normal instances. This classifier is having the ability to provide the high accuracy in classification process while working with high dimensional data. This classifier also provides the modeling for diverse sources of data. SVM classifier actually comes under kernel based algorithmic approaches. In this approach, the data dependency is also identified as the functional computation to generate the feature space. The advantages of the work are defined in terms of non linear decision boundaries defined under method specification for linear classification. This classifier is defined along with the specification of kernel function that itself provides the fixed dimensional vector representation with sequence generation and structural representation. Some of the most used Kernel functions are RBF Kernel, Polynomial Kernel, Fisher Kernel, String Kernel, and Sigmoid Kernel. This method effectively process on different decision functions to process on data values to identify the data criticality. The data usage based analysis can be obtained under environmental specification. The kernel specification is defined to control the classification process. There are different classification methods along with the specification of relative kernel parameters. The simplest form of SVM is called linear classifier that can be applied on balanced dataset [28] [29] [30] .
Further, the devised model based on Gaussian filter and SVM approaches is implemented in MATLAB environment. The next section of devised model presents a framework of results and discussion. by using camera in video form which is in 3gp format and then converted to image database in jpg format using VLC media player or other software packages. Then the image preprocessing (which include rgb to gray conversion, applying histogram equalization) is applied to improve image features or to obtain normalize image and ROI which is extracted using thresholding approach. Accordingly the Gaussian adaptive edge analysis model is applied and based on the feature adaption model, the feature set is obtained over the training set. The training set is used for training SVM classifier. After applying the preprocessing, extraction of ROI and obtaining feature set over test image, the test image is applied to SVM classifier for performing recognition and classification. SVM based distance analysis method is applied to perform the mapping of input image over the dataset to get the recognized image. The steps as explained are applied on the vehicle dataset and the accuracy is calculated as shown in Table 1 to Table 4 . Table 1 shows the recognition of the dataset for the defined testing set and Fig. 4 shows the recognition results of vehicle obtained from presented model when image taken from dataset I and testing set is tested against the training set. This process of testing is repeated for 10 test images and the results in Table 1 shows that the 90% recognition rate is obtained. Similarly Table 2 shows the recognition obtained for vehicle recognition and class identification for non dataset image. The result shows that approximately 86% recognition rate is obtained from the present work. Table 3 shows the recognition obtained for vehicle recognition and class identification for non dataset image. The result shows that about 87.5% recognition results are obtained from the work. Table 4 shows the cumulative performance analysis of model for vehicle classification into light, medium and heavy vehicle for dataset I, dataset II and dataset III. Table IV clearly stated that for dataset I author obtain 1 false match out of 10 test images taken from dataset, for Dataset II author obtained 4 false match out of 30 test images taken from non-dataset image and from dataset III 5 false match out of 40 test images taken from nondataset image by providing accuracy of 90%, 86.6% and 87% respectively. Fig . 5 shows the recognition rate obtained for different vehicle datasets as presented in Table 1 to Table 3 . The first bar is showing the recognition rate obtained for a test set of 10 images. All the images are dataset images and provided the 90% recognition rate. The non-dataset images set provided the result of 86.66% and 87.5% respectively which shows that the investigated work has provided the significant results.
VI. CONCLUSION
Real-time image processing or object processing is having its significance in different areas such as traffic monitoring, currency identification, vehicle identification, hand gesture recognition, face recognition, detection of tumor etc. Vehicle Recognition has drawn considerable interest and attention from several researchers and authors in past. Vehicle detection and recognition is the application of image processing but still due to large variation in vehicle shape, size, color, a reliable recognition by machine is still a challenge. In present investigation, a Gaussian filter based SVM model has been applied for vehicle identification and vehicle class identification. The presented work has applied on real time vehicle images collected from real time source. The capturing from real time has been done in the form of video files which were later on transformed to image set. According to presented model, firstly the input training set and test image has transformed to feature image set. This transformation has been done using segmented Gaussian filter and accordingly the featured edge points are obtained over the dataset. As the feature set obtained, the SVM based distance analysis model has been applied to perform the recognition and classification of vehicle. The investigated model based on Gaussian filter and SVM approaches has been implemented in MATLAB environment to perform the recognition and classification. The results show that the presented work model has provided the significant high recognition rate over 90% for different dataset and non dataset real time vehicle images. 
